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Fig.l Evaluation of the long jump. 
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A mathematical model of a long jumper flight dynamics is pro
posed. The model incorporates the factor of the full aerodynamic 
force exerted during the flight phase under varying conditions. 
The full aerodynamic force is applied to the body at some angle to 
the vector of air speed and can be represented as vector sum of 
drag and lift forces. The magnitudes of the drag and lift compo
nents. as well as their role in the length of the jump are affec
ted by a number of parameters, such as flight kinematics, wind ve
locity, mean altitude, etc., which vary from athlete to athlete, 
between attempts and competition grounds. Assumtion is made that 
athlete's jumping technique is independent of ground level and 
wind velocity. 

Methods 
Analysis the video recordings of the jumps of the leading 

long jumpers were processed using Ariel Performance Analysis Sys
tem (APAS) to obtain kinematic pattern of the each attempt. 

Effective distance of the jump Is is determined by horizontal 
distance between the CM (body center of mass) and foot mark at the 
take-off 1, CM horizontal flight distance 10 and horizontal dis



tance between the CM and closest to the board body segment mark 
during landing 1f (fig.I). 

1s=1+10+lf (I) 

Effective distance of the jump in vacuum might be determined 
as: 

1sv = 10+1f +2.:.n--lTj (1+..( 1 + 1 /Y] ) (2) 

were ~ =H/h; H, h correspondently CM height increasing and decre
asing. Evident following inequality: 

1sv > 1s (3 ) 

To determine flight distance 1 in atmosphere conditions, ath
lete's movement was considered as a single point movement wi th 
known mass m, which coincided wi th CM position, and was affected 
by aerodynamic force R and gravity force P=mg (fig.I). Aerodynamic 
force was approximated by the quadratic function for speeds below 
the speed of sound. 

The corresponding equations of motion are: 

mX' =-PAO</2(X-Ul -/1 + (Y/ (X - U))2 (l+Cy/0< Y/(X-U) 
(4) 

{ 
mY' =-PAO</2(X-Ul -/1+ ( Y/ (X- U))2 (Y/(X-U)-Cy/O< )-mg 

were U - wind velocity, p - air density:

p = (J1 exp( - 8/a• ) ( 5 ) 

pn - air density on the elevation level a = 0, a·= 7160m, O<,Cy 
drag and lift quotients, which depend upon body form and A - which 
is the body's characteristic cross sectional area. 

Taking into account that in our case Cf«O< and I YI <I x-ul 
from system (4) effective length 1s might be obtained: 

U tf 1 . Xo tf J
1s=10+lf +h (--h- + i 1n( 1+( l-U/Xo) h"Jf.) (6) 

were tf - flight time, which was determined using following equa
tion: 

tf = Tf ..( h / 2 g ; Tf= zITi (1+..( 1 + 1 /Y]) (7 ) 

and "Jf. - dimensionless drag quotient, defined as: 

"Jf. =pO<A/2m ' (8) 

With known effective distance 1s equation (6) might be trans
formed for "Jf. quotient definition. Following parameters should be 
considered: 

'A. =I/h; T) =H/h; ~ = U~; <I? = lbrl2ih; 0 = a/a· (9) 
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Then Eq.6 can be overwritten as: 

A - ~Tf = 1/~ In(l+(~~)~f) (10) 

Parameters A,~,n,p obtained from the results of the long jump 
kinematic analysis and wind velocity value. Then utilizing one of 
the numeric methods dimensionless drag quotient ~ can be calcula
ted. 

To obtain comparable data the normalized dimensionless drag 
quotient ~ (see Eq.5) was considered: 

~ = ~/exp(-ala• ) (11) 

Results 
The results obtained make possible determining the influence 

of the wind velocity and mean altitude. Table 1. gives the resul
ts of numerical analysis for three high-performance attempts in 
rial conditions and recalculated to the normalized conditions (ze
ro wind / zero elevation). 

Table 1. 

Parameters R.BEAMON C.LEWIS M.POWELL 
(1968) (1991) (1991) 

Official distance (m) 8.90 8.91 8.95 
Effective distance (m) 8.90 8.91 8.98 
Actual conditions 
wind (m/s) 2.0 2.9 0.3 
elevation (m) 2200 0 0 

Drag quotient ~ n 0.015 0.011 0.012 
Normalized result (m) 8.31 8.62 8.92 
Result in vacuum (m) 9.27 9.20 9.68 

Changing wind velocity U and mean altitude a values, using 
calculated quotient ~ in equation (6) as personalized athlete's 
aerodynamics profile, the forecast of results and comparable valu
es, derived from the results obtained under specific conditions 
can be performed. Fig.2 present results of computer simulation. 

Discussion 
The comparison of the actual and normalized data in

dicate that the absolute value of the results in long jump during 
last 24 years might be reconsidered. 

As another appl icat ion of the developed model, a series of 
iso-energetic trajectories might be emulated, in order to enhance 
the performance by optimizing the flight aerodynamics under avera
ge conditions. 
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fig.2 Results of the computer simulation. 
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